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Sabariz Hairtists was founded in Buenos 
Aires, Argentina, result of the first 
passionate about style and hairdresser. 
Susana Beatriz and Nelson Sabariz, 
icons of perseverance, talent and 
creativity, came to the formula of 
success, developing their own identity, 
alternating the beauty salon work with 
national events of artistic hairdressing, 
which led them to receive numerous 
awards.

After 20 years of success, the idea came 
to our continent. In 1979, the current 
Sabariz hair salon, that we all know, was 
born in Padilla street. Magic, magnetism, 
technique and dedication are the 
elements that breathe in it since then.

It didn´t take too long to the salon to 
repeat the success achieved in Latin 
America, taking us to the second 
generation Sabariz.

Luciana Sabariz, with a clear and 
recognized professional artistic proposal, 
has lived the world of hairdressing since 
childhood. Growing up among 
hairdressers, makeup artists, stylists 
made her a participant of that creativity, 
and conquered it from an early age.

After an outstanding training, and 
having the position of vice president 
of the Barcelona guild of Hairdressers, 
Luciana Sabariz continues the Sabariz 
Hairtists legacy, an already 40 years of 
history and art.

Trajectory

 An unique
tandem, Susana 
Beatriz and 
Nelson Sabariz

Own training

Training is essential to upgrade any 
profession

SEMINARS

Sabariz doesn’t teach, but shares
 knowledge, methods and practices in a 
creative and stimulating environment.

CUSTOMIZED TRAINING

Performed in the professional salon, they are 
oriented according to the individual needs 
of each company and have different 
durations (periodic or punctual).

ONLINE TRAINING

Online technical courses, perfect for 
professionals who have freedom to manage 
their time.

SHOWS

At Sabariz the show must be a celebration. It 
reflects the creativity of our profession and 
shares its inspiration with others.
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Sabariz methodology is clear and simple, 
with more than 25 years of experience, 
Luciana Sabariz shares her wide 
knowledge about hairstyle through a 
theoretical-practical training: Mornings 
with step-by-step demonstrations, 
afternoons with practice where each 
professional performs hairstyle with 
personalized support of Luciana and her 
team.

Hairstyle training

We have a methodology to 
learn how to cut hair in a 
very detailed, precise, 
intuitive, fast and effective 
way. Internationally 
recognized.

www.cursosderecogidos.com

Only through a full mastery of the technique we will be able to develop 
our creativity

SABARIZ performs seminars, courses and 
workshops for Guilds, Associations, hair 
cosmetics brands and training 
companies, among others.

Over the years we have travelled much of 
the Spanish territory, almost all the cities 
have been protagonists of our trainings.

Trainings for 
brands

URBIOLA

SCHWARKOPF PROFESSIONAL

ASOCIACIÓN DE NAVARRA
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Eclettica Intercosmo is a must-see event in the world of 
hairdressing, which every two years brings together 
professionals from all over Spain to see on stage the 
latest creations of the main figures in national and 
international hairdressing. 

In this edition the company of professional hair 
products was accompanied by six great hair artists: 
Sabariz Hairtists, French Moda, Mikel Luzeam Óscar 
Guinea, Antonio Bellver and Tono Sanmartín.

Sabariz presented her latest collection of hairstyle, 
dreams, colorful works, many shapes, volumes, textures 
and accessories which she combined with a great 
styling and wardrobe by designer Jordi Dalmau. He 
created this dress in exclusivity for the company.

Partnership

SABARIZ, reinforcing its brand strategy clearly positioned in education, 
establishes an exclusive alliance with Intercosmo from 2015 to 2018

National, international shows and trainings.

Eclettica Intercosmo Show 2015, SABARIZ 
presents its DREAM collection.

Vídeo for 
Eclettica Intercosmo
show

Exclusive training courses for
Intercosmo
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Collaborations

AESTHETICS 
FASHION HAIR
STS Beauty exhibition 
Barcelona and Salon 
Look Madrid

FAMA FABRÉ
Feria Salon Look

AMBASSADOR OF DENMAN 
SPAIN BRAND
The Denman brand came to Spain 
exclusively distributed by Fabré Fame 
and by four great professionals: Luciana 
Sabariz, Raffel Pagés, Xavi García and 
Marcel.

Jordi Dalmau &
 Luciana Sabariz

COLLABORATION WITH 
THE PRESTIGIOUS BRIDAL 
DESIGNER

SABARIZ has collaborated in the creation of “VINTAGE” collection look. 
She also accompanied the designer Catalan Jordi Dalmau on the cat-
walk GAUDÍ NOVIAS 2015 with the “HECHIZO” collection.
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COLLABORATION WITH 
DESIGNER BIBIAN BLUE IN 
HER COLLECTION 2016

Luciana Sabariz collaborates with designer Bibian Blue in Cooture 
Magazine’s anniversary.

COLLABORATION WITH 
PHOTOGRAPHER REBECA 
SARAY, 2018

Luciana collaborates with 
photographer and Visual Artist 
Rebeca Saray and make-up artist 
Elisa García in this photo shoot.
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COLLABORATION 
WITH ZIMBERLAND 

Image
creation for
advertising
campaign of
ZIMBERLAND.

COLLABORATION WITH 
REGINCÓS

Luciana Sabariz collaborates in the 
recording of some demo videos of 
REGINCÓS brushes.
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COLLABORATION WITH 
THE DESIGNER BIBIAN BLUE 
AND LA ROCA VILLAGE

Luciana Sabariz has been responsible for hairdressing Happy, Joy and 
Love, the three Christmas Queens who walked through La Roca Village 
this past Christmas 2018 in favour of Save the Children.

Luciana Sabariz has created for the 
occasion three different looks that 
fitted the styling of Bibian Blue and 
the personality of the three Queens 
with the collaboration of Ricardo 
Graça as hairdressing assistant 
and Elegance Hair Extension.

The campaign consisted of finding the 
three queens in the Village, capturing the 
magical moment and sharing it using 
#LaRocaVillage. For every image 
starring Happy, Joy and Love, La Roca 
Village would donate one euro to support 
Save the Children’s programmes to 
combat child poverty.

The beneficiaries of this solidarity 
initiative would be 120 children in a 
situation of social and economic 
risk-poverty in seven municipalities in 
Vallés Oriental: Aiguafreda, Lliçà de Vall, 
Figaró, Montornès del Vallès, Canovelles, 
Granollers and La Roca del Vallès.
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Events

Luciana Sabariz and Montse 
Morella were dressed up for being 
master of ceremonies in the First 
Edition of the “Barberías con 
Encanto” Awards.

Luciana Sabariz was chosen as 
sponsor of promotion 2013/15 of the 
prestigious C&C GROUP 
Academies. A live show also took 
place at the Diploma Delivery Gala.

Associations

SABARIZ HAIRTISTS got the Quality Q 
granted by TheQhair en 2013

CLUB FÍGARO  Peluquería creativa 
española.
THEQHAIR Guía de Calidad.

VICEPRESIDENTA
Vice president of “Women’s hairdresser artisan Guild
(Gremio de Artesanos de Peluquería de Señora),
Barcelona, during the years 2011 and 2012. One of the 
projects she promoted during her vice-presidency 
was the creation of the new brand for the Guild.

Brand presentation show in collaboration with Schwarzkopf Professional and GHD.
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Magic Ribbons collection

Queens in a magical world. The Queen of the Art World, The Queen of Monarch 
Butterflies, The Queen of the seas and The Queen of the Silvery Moon.

Eros collection

Eros collection has been created to show the women’s sensual and erotic side.
The hairstyles in loose, wavy and some half updo’s shows us the sexy and 
attractive part of today’s women.
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Daimon collection

 En nuestra DAIMON collection tenemos esa mujer espiritual y con poder.
Daimon designates forces that rule the natural elements and make the human 
world “inhabited” by the supernatural. In our collection we have that spiritual and 
empowered woman, the union of the commercial with the avant-garde.

Eros collection
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Divine collection

Our bridal collection is created to cover the most commercial part of the Bridal 
hairstyle. We have counted on the special collaboration of Jordi Dalmau’s Vintage 
Wedding Dresses.
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Gypsy collection

A commercial collection by SABARIZ Hairtists, based on the gypsy style, with a 
particular vision of hair and its forms.

Hechizo collection

Collection created with Jordi Dalmau for his new collection of the GAUDÍ NOVIAS 
catwalk. The 3 Dragons were the cover letter of the show.
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New Brides 2016 collection

A collection in which we collect all the bridal trends of the year 2016. Five 
proposals for young and spontaneous, daring and vintage brides, because they 
are all different, but they all want to dazzle.
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No Romantic collection

This collection is designed for sophisticated brides who escape from rationalism 
and neoclassicism, giving them an air of authentic and unipersonal freedom.

Berenice collection

This collection is inspired by Berenice II, Queen of Egypt married to Ptolemy, in her 
history and her magnificent hair.
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Street collection

Artistic and elegant hairstyle, perhaps the most avant-garde is the one from the 
main protagonist, the model with the hair on fire and who wears the dress of In-
ter- cosmo by designer Jordi Dalmu.
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Half Up collection

A woman with strenght, modern and at the same time with that sensual point, 
giving to the styling a military touch and turning these photos purely into fashion.

Emotionis collection

We are all afraid, we feel anger, joy and sadness. These emotions play a role in 
our psychological development and respond to a need by fulfilling, each one, a 
function in our existence.
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Mascherata collection

Collection for Intercosmo. Three works of half updo’s and one updo, exposing a 
combination of different techniques with commercial hairstyles: Extensions and 
brillant technical works from Voil and Nutrilux, INTERCOSMO. 
The Mascherata’s styling illustrates the famous Venetian masks and the magic 
that engages both men and women when they wear them… 
Do you dare?
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True Love collection

This collection is created for several bridal styles, here we can see five different 
looks: Flapper, Romantic, Boho-Chic, Civil y Rock’n’roll. Once again, we believe in 
a very commercial approach, combining different techniques for hairstyle: Rope, 
Knots, Waves, Hairnets and Ribbons. 

TRUE LOVE COLLECTION will be part of our 2019 / 2020 training.
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Media Appearances

LUCIANA SABARIZ appears in professional media

NEW BRIDES 
COLLECTION
Appearance in 
professional 
media C&C
Magizine

STREET Collection
Portada en el medio profesiona 
INTERNACIONAL DESALON + reportaje.
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Media appearances

HECHIZO COLLECTION
Cover in professional media C&C 
Magazine + reportage.

STREET COLLECTION 
Appearance in professional media Coiffure Professionnelle.
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Media appearances

INTERVIEW
Protagonist of the month in the 
professional magazine Estetica 
Modacabello.

DIVINE COLLECTION
Appearance in the professional magazine 
PELUQUERÍAS.

Digital media appearances
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SABARIZ HAIRTISTS
C / Padilla, 308-310 08025 Barcelona  ·  T: 93 347 55 66 / 696 76 91 45 

luciana@sabarizhair.com


